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WHILE Curt Ducasse 
EUROPE Speaks On 
STARVES Philosophy 
By David E. Van Tijn 
We hear much about starvation 
these days, but we often fail to re-
alize that there are two kinds of 
s['arvation. Ghandi is going on a 
hunger str.ke, the Dutch, starving 
dunng the war because their rail-
way emplOyees had struck against 
the Germans . . . that is starving 
for iueals, and ideals can be 
sustaining. 
But then there is the other kind 
of starvation; the kind existing in 
countries through which two armies 
have passed and repassed, taking 
away the country's goods, sending 
tanks through its fields, and feed-
ing on its cattle. The war is over 
now and with it has gone the sense 
of the intensity of their suffering, 
but the suffering has remained, 
modified of course. 
Rations have increased and peo-
ple are at least assured of their civil 
liberties but they are still limited 
on every side by poverty and they 
live in a squalor which has been 
all too little publicized. We hear 
about diets on which even a rat 
would be unable to survive and 
about living-conditions which ap-
proach those of Dachau and Ber-
gen-Belsen. We hear little, how-
ever, about the way people live who 
used to belong to the middle-class 
and who are still considered fortu-
nate by their fellow countrymen. 
And yet, this is all-important 
since this class still sets the intel-
lectual tone of the country and 
leads all political parties, not to 
mention the newspapers and the 
other organs of public opinion. 
These people, the middle class, suf-
fer conditions which to them are 
unbearable although they may be 
far better off than the poor of their 
country. 
They miss such elementary lUX-
uries as coffee and tobacco; they 
have insufficient bed-linen and un-
derwear. They spend their days 
between cold houses and cold of-
fices and, where the milkman used 
to come to their door with creams 
and butter, they now have to cycle 
twenty miles without tires on their 
b.cycles, to try and get some cab-
bage se,ed oil and perhaps an egg 
to break the dreadful monotony of 
"K" rations. 
Nor have they many interests to 
take their minds off these hard-
ships; their businesses are mostly 
at a standstill, their factories bare 
of machinery and without fuel, and 
who can pay his doctor or his law-
yer enough to replace a kitchen 
table that was used as firewood? 
To parallel this there is an increas-
Ed political consc~ousness; the war 
Las made the failure of the old system 
glaringly obvious and people talk a 
great deal of politics, most of it 
extremist in one form or other. The 
old theory that desperate conditions 
call for desperate measures is much 
applied and loudly advocated. What 
these measures should be, of course, 
no two persons agree upon, but with 
the loss of personal security of a 
country's political leaders, most of 
the resistance to radical political 
thought has been removed. 
One belief however is held in 
common by all parties in anyone 
country. It is the belief that other 
countr~es were better off than they 
were during the war and should 
therefore help them now-generous-
ly and free of charge. In contrast, 
they see that the relief goods 
reaching them are of uniformly 
bad quality, besides being expensive 
and ridiculously small in quantity. 
This creates additional resentment 
against those countries who, in-
stead of having to accept these 
goods, are in a position to sell them. 
Mostly, of course, this bitterness 
is directed against the United 
States. It is time we over here 
realized that this universal resent-
ment can develop into a very real 
threat to peace: people mistrust our 
motives and our sincerity, using as 
Thursday evening, April 4th, the 
.Daru community was privileged to 
d<; ar PrOIessor cure Ducasse lecture 
Jll the suoJect ot "Philosophy, What 
u. is anu wnat it does." Professor 
.Jucasse smd.ed at the University 
Jl Wasnington and later at Harvard 
university and is, at present, the 
"';nairman ot the Department of 
.In.losopny at Brown University, 
c'l'OvlQtnCe, R. 1. He is a member 
..,1 the American Academy of Arts 
~11U SCIences and has done consid-
" .. :tole wo! k in the study of the the-
~. y 01 Knuwleoge, causation, the 
.Jwlosophy ot an, pn.losophy and 
.• <t"Ul'<t1 sCience, and me nature and 
.unCLlOn 01 theory in ethics. 
PrOlessor Ducasse first comment-
ed on the fact that the war has 
",hminated the study of the hum-
",n.ties by many university students 
",llroughout the United States be-
ciluse of the speed-up courses that 
.nany were taking. 
In order to achieve a better civil-
,zaLion, one that will not commit 
.:iuicide through its own blunders 
dnd shortcomings, Professor Ducasse 
..,elieves that these four reforms 
,nust be instituted: first, there must 
..,e a fearless exposure of the mat-
erial and spir:..tual evils which exist 
"oday; second, a general concern 
[or the welfare of our fellow-beings 
dillst be found in the hearts of all 
men; third, the knowledge of the 
lneans with which the desired ef-
fects can be brought about both in 
:;ocl-ety and in nature must be ac-
LJ.uired; fourth, everyone must have 
do comprehensive and unbiased view 
A tne several types of values and 
",(,andards entering into human life, 
and it is this last factor that com-
,.>dses wnat IS called wisdom. 
Professor Ducasse next pointed 
out the fact that philosophy is not 
dn activity that can be engaged in 
... nly by philosophers. Everyone is 
capable of philosophic reflection and 
",lmost everyone has often engaged 
!ll it, sometimes without realizing 
Ie. The declsion that a person 
makes regarding any given problem 
""nu the reasons behind his decision, 
const:..tute his moral stand, which is, 
,n reality, his philosophy of life. 
Ph.losophy is often thought to be 
merely speculation. A philosopher 
nas no more right than the scien-
cist to accept a hypothesis as cor-
rect and certain just because it 
,mppens to come into his head. Just 
ctS the scientist, he must prove his 
point. 
Many of the questions which con-
t.nually face the philosopher are 
those regarding appraisals and 
standards of value, and what is 
good and what is bad. 
In closing, Professor Ducasse dis-
cussed the specific merits that can 
be gained from the study of phil-
osophy. He believes that the con-
sumer, the person who has a di-
rectly practical interest in the re-
sults of philosophic reflection, will 
oenefit a great deal more and get 
more out of it if he has himself 
stud~ed philosophy. In any case, 
however, philosophic reflection will 
make any dec'ision one made with 
the eyes open, and enables a per-
son to act in not only a responsible 
manner but in the wisest way pos-
sible. 
evidence the halfheartedness of our 
att'empts at relief. 
Nothing will raise our prestige so 
much as to acknowledge humbly 
that we have escaped nine-tenths 
of the ravages of a common war, 
and carrying the argument to its 
logical conclusion, to ship great 
quantities of food and goods abroad 
with asking for payment-even if it 
should mean doing without many 
thing's at home. Doing this would 
g'ive us a chance to obtain that 
moral leadership in the world which 
our sincere attachment to peace, 
and to the UNO, makes almost a 
sine qua non in the reorientation 
of international relationships. 
Dr. E. C. Fuller, who contributed the accompanying article on the 
At(}mic Bomb, was Administrative Aide in the Special Alloy Metals Labor-
atories (code name for the research laboratories) at Columbia University, 
The Manhattan Project, U. S. Army Engineer Corps, from April 17, 1944 
to September 8, 1945. 
Bard College Ys. 
The Atomic Bomb 
By Edward C. Fuller, Ph.D. 
Today the printing presses roll tional armaments of atomic weapons 
with radiant energy and the air-I and all other major weapons adapt-
wavs jangle with electronic urgency I abl'e to mass destruction. 
co . warn us all that the crack of (4) For effective safeguards by 
a,oom for man starts with the split- way of inspection and other means 
dng of an atom. We are assured to protect complying States against 
at one moment of the countless che hazards of violations and eva-
blessings that await mankind if we sions. Every citi~en who . s~ppo~s 
harness atomic energy and in the the work of thIS CommISSIon IS 
next we are shattered by the un- fighting in defense of civilization 
bearably awful fate that lurks for as we kn?W ~t. ~very c~tizen who 
all of us if bombs instead of power does nothmg ~s shIrking hIS supre~e 
plants come out of Oak Ridge and dut~ to put hIS sand~ag on the dIke 
Hanford. There is only one su- agamst the threate~mg flood. 
preme question before us today- How can the Ulllt~d .States sup-
all others are as inconsequential as port the UNO CommISSIOn? There 
a small boy's concern for the life are three things that should be done 
of his pet rat in the path of a flood -and done at once: 
that is towering over everything and (1) ,!he Army. should sto~ man~­
~hreatens to sweep all before it. facturmg atomIC bombs unmedl-
The question is "Will we let our- ately and ' should so state to the 
selves be blown back to the darkest American public and to the world. 
of the dark ages or will we defend (3 The McMahon bill for the de-
li ciVIlized life for ourselves and our velopment and control of atomic en-
children?" These are the alterna- ergy should be passed by Congress 
Jives in black and white. .n ess~ntially. its present form .. Since 
There is no defense against the t~e bIll pr~ryides for the conslder~­
atomic bomb. There is no defense tlOn of milltary. ~pects of atom~c 
against the atomic bomb. One bomb e;tergy by the ~l':Ihan U. S. AtomIC 
detonates a half-mile above New c;nergy CommIss~on, the Vanden-
Y k Cit nd 3 000 000 lucky peo- oerg. amendment IS unnecessary and or. y a " unWIse. 
pIe dIe at once; 300,000 others are (3) Th U S At . En 
maimed and crushed and torn: 20,- : ~ . . Oml? ergy 
JOO more die lingering deaths from CommJ.~slOn. s~ould , SUbJ:mt to the 
radiation burns. This is no wild UNO Co~mIssIo~ a de~aIled s.cheme 
nightmare in some maniac's mind; for the mtern~tlOna~ mspection of 
it happened to Hiroshima. Will it pla.nts produCl~g fISsi?nable. ma-
happen in New York-and Boston, tenal and for mternatIOnal ~lCen~­
Washington and Philadelphia? Yes, m~ o~ ~he use of such materIals m 
if we drLft along! No, if we will that sCIentlflc research. 
it shall not! How can we~ as members of tl?-e 
There is no secret of the atomic Bard c?mmumty, do our sha.re m 
bomb. There is no secret of the supportmg the control of ato~llc en-
atomic bomb. Every man is threat- ergy for peaceful purpo~es. . The 
ened by its flood of uncontrolled ans.wer at the moment IS sunple 
destrucLon. Scientists differ in WrIte or tele~raph any or all of 
their estimates of the time it will the Senators lIsted below. They a:re 
take other nations to put bombs in- the m~mbers of the. Senate SpeCIal 
to production but all agree it can CommIttee. on AtomIC Energy. Urge 
and will be done if we-and the them to gIVe a . favorable report. on 
whole world is "we"--<lo not control the M.cMahon bIll (S .1717) .essentIaI-
the A-bomb. ly as It now stands, I.e., WIthout the 
The Atomic Energy Commission Van~enberg amendment. 
of the United Nations Organization B~len McMahon 
is faced with the gigantic task of RIc~ard B. Russell 
splitting the atom for peace instead Edwm C. Johnson 
of war. This is no scientific prob- Tom Connally 
1em-it is social and political. The H~rry Flood B~rd 
aims of the Commission are to rec- MIllard E. Tydmgs 
ommend proposals: Arthur H. Vand~nberg' 
(1) For extending between nations Warren R. A~S~lz;t 
exchange of basic scientific inform- Eugene D. M.IllIkin 
ation for peaceful ends. Bourke R. HlCkenlooper 
(2) For c'Ontrol of atomic energy Thomas C. Hart 
to the extent necessary to insure its Address your ~etters or telegra~s 
use only for peaceful purposes. to ~h~ Senators.m the Senate OfflOe 
(3) For the elimination from na- BUlldmg, Washmgton, D. C. 
In North Red Hook nearly everybody 
reads The Bardian. 




Plans for a summer session have 
just been completed, according to 
Dr. Artine Artinian, guiding light 
of the program for summer study. 
The courses will be run exactly as 
those in the regular term with the 
exception of the T .M.C. and M.e. 
Dr. Artinian feels that this session 
will be the most successful summer 
course that Bard has ever had and 
expects to have about 100 students. 
The main difference in the edu-
cati.onal policy to be followed will 
be that of limiting all classes to 
twelve students, thus keeping a 
maximum of individual attention. 
Additional subjects will be added 
to the curriculum as the need arises 
and there will be appointments 
made to the faculty in order to 
meet this demand. Although the 
individual conferences will be drop-
ped, work on senior projects will 
continue with a tutor. 
Some subjects that were not or-
iginally mentioned on the choice of 
courses have been added and there 
have been a few changes. A course 
on "Great Spanish - American 
Novels" will be offered. Other 
changes in the Language Depart-
ment's original plan are as follows: 
"Intermediate German" will be 
changed to "Reading in the German 
Novel" and "Workshop in Spoken 
French" will replace "Intermediate 
French." In the Music and Arts 
Division, "Music Counterpoint" will 
be changed to a course called "Style 
in MUSic." 
Field trips will be offered in 
many courses and a Criteria will be 
issued to mark the rate of progress. 
The program should prove to be an 
interesting and worthwhile format 
for summer study. 
PROSPECTUS 
Beginning with this issue. the 
Bardian is being published under 
a new set-up. Directing the 
paper under these new condi-
tions, is a board of five editors 
who pass, as a group, on all 
material published and on all 
matters of editorial policy. 
In line with this reorganiza-
tion, the editors are vigorously 
encouraging any and every stu-
dent on campus-regardless of 
h~s or her division-to contri-
bute anything they consider of 
interest to the Bardian. This 
includes articles of opinion, 
critical essays, fiction, poetry, 
and any other material the 
writer would like to see in print. 
Your contributions to the 
Bardian will be given careful 
and serious attention, and any 
material not used will be re-
turned after thorough consider-
ation with editorial comment. 
Don't be reticent about sending 
in your writing or artistic ef-
forts-they will be gratefully re-
ceived both by the Bardian and 
by its readers . 
READ THE BARDIAN 
EDITORIALS 
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Veterans Committee at CBA. "Mar-
ried students have almost the same 
problems, whether they are veterans 
or not," he said. "One of the most 
difficult problems today for these 
students applies to all who married 
within the last few years. That, of 
course, is housing. However, delayed 
sUbsistence allowances temporarily 
tend to make the going rougher for 
those at school." 
Rather than hindering them, sev-
eral students have reported that 
their return to school has been a 
factor in their wives' decision to 
enter college. Some of them even 
attend the same classes with their 
wives. 
The fact that veterans do not al-
low marriage to stand in the way 
of a college education is evidenced 
by the estimate made by Mr. H. N. 
Eastman, Veterans Administration 
representative, that of the 750 vet-
erans at CBA, 150 are now married. 
Some have wed since returning to 
Jichool, but most of them have been 
married about two years. 
"Booker Does Odd Jobs to Pay His Tuition!" 
Newlywed Edward Slater, a junior 
back at CBA since his discharge 
agreed that married veterans can 
keep up with the single students. He 
and his wife are two of the more 
fortunate who boast an apartment 
of their own. 
Town Meeting? 
THE TOWN MEETIXG held Wednesday night, 
Athletic Problem 
I~ A DISCCSSIO?\ of the problems of an ath-
letic program at Bard three distinct attiturles 
become apparent. 
EXCHANGE ARTICLE: 
Boston University News, 
March 12, 1946 
'Marriage, Classroom Mix' 
According to CBA Veterans 
March 27 , proved to be the same sort of " circl-
ing around" discussion that is so peculiar to Bard. 
Not once was any concrete decision reached. Grant-
ed that panel discussions are held for the pur-
pose of airing viewpoints; granted that the 
more people who speak , the more complete the 
discussion. But for the same point to be brought 
up again and again , voiced in only a slightly dif-
freent way, is ridiculous. 
"Two can live and go to school as 
These are (]) that Bard have a full program easily as one," seems to be the popu-
Stanley Ferbank, class of '46, 
plans to take the vows in the near 
future, and does not think that hav-
ing a wife will hinder his education. 
When asked if his wife-to-be will 
work, he replied, "She's too busy 
picketing at the G.E. plant to take 
the time to work." He is in a good 
position to know how the combina-
tion works out, having seen the oth-
er side of the picture when he was 
a student here bofer being married 
First of all the meeting was held to discuss Bard 's 
educational policy; at least , the excellent posters 
distributed on campus adverti sed the aim as such. 
Rather than bring up the point immediately with-
out any long-winded beating around, the question 
of student responsibility, on educating new students 
upon their entrance to Bard was brought up, tossed 
about and dropped. Not ONE conclusive point was 
reached; not ONE concrete suggestion for future 
discussion or consideration of the problems which 
face us was brought out. 
This kind of proscratinating, unsettled , inconclu-
sive discussion is held time and again. Are we to 
continue rolling around in gentle little circles with-
out ONCE deciding definitely to do something? 
The same thing occurs almost all the time in con-
vocation, council meetings, and general groups who 
gather to settle some weighty problem. 
of intercollegiate activities in sports and that the 
entire energies of the Physical Education Depart-
ment be devoted to this task. Under this system 
intramurals would be secondary; (2) that Bard 
should give up all intercollegiate athletics and de-
vote itself exclusively to competition among stu-
dents of the College; (3) the outlook that " 1 will 
go along with whatever the College decides." 
!\ eedless to say the only two worth analyzing are 
the first and second. 
The initial proposal to have a strong program 
of inter-collegiates seems to be based on several 
points. They are (1) that the glory of the college 
is at stake (some have hinted that the glory of the 
inoividuals is also a consideration) (2) no one but 
the "varsity" are interested in athletics, conse-
quently the remainder of the college has only a 
spectator's rights in regard to sports here at college. 
The second feeling stems from the opinion that 
the aim of the Physical Education Department 
lar conception among married vet-
erans at CBA, (Boston University). 
These ex-servicemen and women 
find that marriage places no serious 
handicap on them While pursuing a 
higher education, according to Prof. 
Joseph French, chairman of the 
In general it would appear that 
those veterans thinking of saying 
"I do" in the near future need have 
no qualms about scholastic work af-
fecting their married lives. 
No Honor Pledge! 
Ir-.; A ~ESC,RIPT presented to the Community Council, Dean Forbes 
has mcluded a proposal for all students to be required to sign 
an " Honor Pledge", as a part of the registration procedure. The 
Pledge reads as follows: 
"I shall do my own work and all the work that I 
represent as being mine. 
"To the best of my understanding I shall endeavor 
to live and work in accordance with the regula-
tions and standards of the Community of which 
I am a part." 
A varying selection of questions did come up ; 
Bard's educational policy; admission policy; and 
orientation problem. Then too, the words "re-
sponsibility" and '(outside world" were mentioned 
again and again by every speaker. Each of the 
above questions are different, and can only be 
tied together by individual discussion. 
----0-----
should be to stimulate interest on the part of all The intent of this document is explicit in its text. It is designed 
students, and not merely top-drawer players, so to combat two conditions: academic dishonesty and infractions of 
that a genuine spirit and desire to participate would the standards. But is this the proper way to handle the problem? 
Open Hours be created. We have always believed that coming to Bard meant an oppor-
Since there are these two factions, and since both tunity to develop one 's individual sense of responsibility; that this 
T HE QUESTION of open hours in the dormi- are strongly supported and have in their own right development was one of the principal educational objectives of the tories is going to be brought up in convocation some merits, the sensible attitude is to create a I Col?eg~ .. We .h~~e .generally supported the thesis that employment 
before long. It is the desire of the Bardian to sup- program which would include both of the factors. ! of Illdlvldual ImtlatIve was the optimum method of solving one's own 
port this movement because we feel that first of .. . : problems and that this attitude would be particularly valuable in 
all, social room space on campus is too limited. It IS ndlculous to assume that merely because later life It is ob' th t h I h B d C . 
There is bound to be much heated discussion of . d"d I . d ' . VIOUS a w en we eave tear ommumty we 
an III IVI ua . IS not a.n outstan 1llg . athle. te he will be depended upon, without the aid of documents, to obey the 
course, since many will feel that this so-called " in- h Id b d d th f II I 
s ou e eme . e enjoyment 0 an .mte Igent y laws of society. If our intention is to ll've as decent CI'tl'zens, we tervisitation" is a moral question. That is wrong. 
With limited " intervisitation l) manv of the exist- pla~ned and carned out pro~r~~ of mtramur~ls. I are certainly going to develop, within ourselves, the capacity for such 
ing problems on campus will be eiiminated. The ThIS program calls for the dl~ISIO~ of t~e ~ntlre I a mo~e. ~f life. It is this capacity, developed through individual re-
need for proctors will lessen , since the social rooms male enrollm~nt of the c~llege mto ~eams , picked sponslbIllty, that we aim at, at Bard. Any attempt to formalize our 
wi1l not be as crowded and the desire to stay on by the PhYSical EducatIOn staff With the assist- relationship with what should be our own task merely reduces us 
and on will disappear. ance of the Athletic Committee. Since it is im- to the level of the child who makes a contract with his parents to 
The editors of the Bardian do not desire com-
possible because of limited space, equipment and "be good" and thus receive something in return. 
plete open hours, but rather , would suggest cer- time, to run both intramurals and intercollegiates 
tain peri?ds .of time during the day; for instance, at the same time , this would require, in order to 
one .to five 111 the. a.fternoo.n and sev~n to eleven include intercollegiate competition of a non-glamor-
at mght. One provIsion which the edItors support ous sort a svstem wherebv the above-mentioned 
is t~at ~~om d~~rs ~ho~ld be left open at all times I groups ~ould designate ;utstanding players on 
dun~g . Il1tervlsl~atlOn . . the various intramural teams as a varsity, and 
\\ e fIrmly belIeve that open hours as descnbed schedule for them ahead of the season a limited 
will be successful at Bani. There is no reason why number of games ~ith other colleges ' 
adult college students (such as we strive to be) . 
cannot live in a normal fashion . Stuoents studying This program would foster the interest of the 
together and working together need not feel that entire college in a lively intramural season and 
they are doing anything vulgar. Rather than the would continue this interest into the intercollegiate 
constant annoyance of social rooms being " taken " , season, making the athletic program an integra] 
those who desire to work alone together quietly part of college activity, something which it cer-
may do so without exciting viciolls comment. tainly is not today. 
It should be clear, therefore, that placing our relationships with 
society on a documentary basis is merely side-stepping the issue. Re-
spect for academic and social decency is something implicit in our 
wishes and not extraneous and imposed. If undesirable situations 
occur in Community life we should possess the means of dealing with 
them through the mode of education approved by the Community. If 
these situations are due to incompatible groups or individuals, we 
should see to it that admissions policy is directed toward those stu-
dents who can best profit by the educational and social principles 
which we uphold. It is evident that the majority of misfits will not 
be cowed by having to sign their name. It is equally evident that re-
sponsible persons will have no need of formal declarations. 
BROADWAY STARS 
INTERVIEWED 
By Sallie Wilensky 
The Blvdian, A(ril 10, 194,6 
REPORT 
By Mary Louise Campbell 
The Town Meeting held Thursday 
night, March 28th, was for the dis-
cussion of the main points of view 
of Bard's policy, and an interpreta-
tion of Bard's student government. 
Tanny Polster acted as moderator, 
and the speakers were Dr. sottery, 
Stephan Hirsch and Ben Heller. 
Also on the panel board were Betty 
Lipsitz and Ellen Prins. 
Page 3 
MUSIC CRITIQUE 
, ____________ By Jack Kotik ~~-:--~~------..J 
The seventy-s~x people who waited patiently in darkness last Thurs-
day night for the concert to begin were well rewarded; Dorothy Westra 
and Paul Schwartz performed commendably. The cause of the light 
failure is unknown. Upon iLS occurrence Mr. Bloom, venerable campus 
pass-par-tout, was sent for. Meanwhile the concert got under way, the 
light being provided by several candles obtained from the chapel through 
the courtesy of E. Oberholzer. 
The Bardian was recently invited to attend interviews given by Dr. Sottery, who spoke first, pre-
sented the opinion that the Bard 
policy is a very complex process 
made up of many factors. He be-
lieves that great stress should be 
placed on the individual's assump-
tion of responsibility, and that every 
student should participate actually 
The Cantata "Idolo Mio," by Scarlatti, in three parts, suffered tem-
porarily from the initial nervousness of the singer, but she soon over-
came it. The Cantata was interpreted in a very dramatic manner which 
was perhaps not exactly what the composer would have wished for, nor 
the critic, for the music has a certain gravity. Also noticeable was a 
tendency to slide up to notes, and to take Uberties with the rhythm. 
Maurice Evans, and James Gow, Arnaud d'Usseau and Barbara Bel Ged-
des for a number of college and high school publications. Mr. Evans 
and the authors of "Deep Are The Roots," first gave short speeches and 
then answered the questions of memb€rs of the audience. In the German group, which consisted of four songs by Schubert. 
and actively in the affairs of the 
Mr. Evans' subject, and one close to his heart, considering' that he college. It is, then, up to the col-
Miss Westra's approach came into its own, and the song "Gretchen am 
Spinnrade" greatly impressed this critic, although the audience was not 
,inordinatel:f impressed. The music itself was tremendous, among the 
greatest thmgs Schubert ever wrote, and the performance did it justice. 
The other three songs went well, but would better have been placed be-
fore the masterpiece. The intermission followed. 
is the foremost Shakespearean actor in> this country, was "Contemporary lege and the community to devise 
ways of developing this. This will 
Approach to Shakespeare." He is currently appearing as Hamlet in the . 
cut and modernized version of this great drama that he presented to G.I. 
be a process that will call for ef-
fort, patience, guidance, and ingenu-
ity, and many important decisions 
audiences overseas, which still preserves its rare poetic beauty. "Hamlet" will have to be made along the 
Owing to the unfortunat3 illness of Dr. Goeb, the two Church songs 
by Dr. Schwartz with viola obligato could not be performed, and for this 
reason it was decided to perform the depleted English group before the 
French. The songs by Luening, Barb€r and Richard Wagner, which drew 
much applause, were all terrible. These miscarriages were in part re-
deemed by the "Zu Eignung" of Richard Strauss, which was passionate 
and well sung. 
still enthralls audienc'es, although there are a few exceptions that Mr. 
Evans now recalled. One of these was the sleeping gentleman whose 
bald head was bathed in an amber spotlight throughout a recent perform-
way. 
Dr. Sottery's view of Bard's ad-
mission policy is that the college 
does not, and should not accept on-
anee and another was an industrious lady who audibly murmured "knit ly those able to take their place in 
the community; it is inadvisable, 
The two songs by Duparc were very lovely, in a style which is best 
described as sincere, well-mannered impressionistic. In "L'Invitation au 
Voyage" the composer succeeds admirably in conjuring up the sea by 
~eans of a rolling figure in the piano, which was well executed by the 
pmmst. The two songs by Faure were disappointing to one who knows 
his violin sonata, but serious attempts, nevertheless. For her first en-
core Miss Westra ang a little song by Erik Satie, and the concert ended 
with another performanc'e of "L'Invitation au Voyage," which had found 
two enthusiastic admirers among the English faculty. 
two, purl two" as she concentrated on her knitting, while Mr. Evans in-
toned "To be or not to be,-That is the question." 
In presenting "Hamlet" to G.Ls in battle areas, special considera-
tion had to be given to the interpretation, for it must be remembered, 
however, to deliberately accept 
those who are evidently irresponsi-
ble or who are not interested in 
becoming responsible. Each pros-
pective student should be consider-
ed on the basis of the likelihood of 
his success, and not on the possi-
said Mr. Evans, that the G.I. does not want an intellectual work-out for bilit ies of a miracle taking place. 
The attitude that we have the right 
relaxation but entertainment. Therefore, the melodramatic aspects of system llere must be worked for in 
. The performers were neatly dressed, the most engaging feature of 
MISS Westra's attire being a largish green handkerchief. 
thc play were emphasized. The traditional treatment of Hamlet as the order to be maintained. 
gloomy Dane would hardly have been acceptable to the G.L faced with The role that the individual plays 
in the c'Ommunity would be greatly Baton 
reality. It was necessary, then, t::> mterpret him as resolu te, strong, blt- altered and greatly improved, Dr. 
Sottery believes, if the present sys- By BEN HELLER -----------, 
ter, vindictive and completely male, as inflUenced by fury and a mount- Th d . d t tod h f' tem were reformed in these ways: e recor ill us ry ay sows me artists, and chamber music 
ing desire for revenge, not just as a sensltive, dreamy and contemplative first, when the new student meets a definite trend, one that has exist- groups have their work on unissued 
his registration advisor the policy ed for some time. The companies pressings. Jazz cuttings by Teddy 
of "no reqUirements" must be care- are attempting to channel the pur- Wilson-Billie Holiday, Bessie Smith, 
fully explained to him and he chaser's wants rather than record Sidney Bechet, Louis Armstrong, 
prince. 
should be left with the understand- and issue his desires. When they and other greats, known and un-
Mr. Evans also stated his opimon aoout one of the paramount ques- . ing that the subjects that he will cut some of deSIred pieces, such as known, are gathering dust in Con-
tions m most people 's mmas aHer rea,mng or seemg tne plaY-"what IS take, the course that he will follow the masters, they are either held in necticut and New Jersey. Stamped 
the reason lor Hanlleti s aelay m Laremg levenge"t" Tne many sOlUtlOn., is, in reality, a required course de- storage, issued in stamped form, or out records like the BaC'h "Sleepers 
that have b€en onered to LDlS quesuon may contribute to a saLlslacr,ory signed especially to fill his own in- released in insufficient quantities. Awake!" Can tat a, Beethoven's 
dividual needs and not to conform The less worthwhile music receives Eighth Quartet, and the great 
explanation, saw IVll". ,t!;vans, Oue ne nlmselt mscounts any 01 them as t d I fbl"t d' to a pattern set up by the college; a grea ea o· pu ICI y an .IS Masses, and the small group music 
onering t.he wnole answer. Nil'. ,l!;vans lays .tiamleL's aelay first to dount second, the part of the TMC in ~orced upon the record stores, pll- of past and present day composers 
or ClaudIUS' gUut wnen presenLea W ... LIl an opponunlty 101' KUlmg nlm, the student's college career should , mg up In storage until ~he public have been continually requested for 
ana seconaly, to laCK oropponunlLY wuen h e naa llnally become con- a lso be carefully explained, its pur- 1S educated to buy the diSCS. The release by music collectors the 
vinced of it. 'l'l1e actor conclUaea hlS calK wltl1 some vlews on otner pose made clear and the fact that better records, on the other hand, world over. 
it will consist ~ainly of what the ?ften becoI?es coll~ctor's items ow- The record companies, aside from 
pomJ;s concermng tl1e play and oy answermg tne numerous questlOnS 
asked. 
~ndividual wants and needs to do mg to theIr scarclty, and some of attempting to mold public taste, are 
and will be based on his own ideas the best music is never even re- failing to capitalize on an avid mu-
- - - -- -~:.....--. should also be well understood' corded, This situation holds true s.c public. only the war and the 
third the new student must b~ both in the jazz and classical fields. ASCAP ban caused the re-issue of 
In the interview glVen by James Gow and Arnaud d 'Usseau, after I mad~ to understand his own re- The com~anies seem t~ be. igno~- fine jazz collector's items. The 
which they and Miss rlel Geddes answered questIons on their play and sponsibility, in regard, not only to a,nt of the fme m.ast~rs lymg In their classical field has not even been 
G k f d' . th the TMC but also to the seminar- flIes. Instead of Issumg these press- this lucky. Collectors have become 'aspects 01 acting and prOductIon, Mr. ow spo e lrst, lscussmg e he must' be made to realiZe that ings to the eager collectors, Decca, the butt of dealers in their search 
contemporary theatre and aid that the tn catre tOday is a mirror ot the the whole class, and not only him- Victor, and "O<?lumbia all issu~ re~ for rare recordings. They are forc-
nation's thougl1ts, whicl1. indlcates oy ltS growmg preoccupation witl1 self, will suffer if he comes unpre- cordmgs of ~Ill the End.of TIme, ed to go to small, fly-by-night out-
senous problems of current Imporcance, tne recent growth in a theatre, "'ared or if he does not attend class Rachmanmoff s Second Plano Con- fits and foreign firms to obtain 
~t all. cerro, and the Gershwin anniver- their choices, spending more than 
formerly rather llmned in its expreSSlOl1. He illustrated this healthy sary "Spree." It is true that there the listed prices of the large com-
Progress by cttmg several plays now runnIng' m New YorK, both revivals Dr. Sottery concluded by saying . bl' d d f f th . Wh that the reputation of the entire 1S a pu IC eman or many 0 e pames. en gOOd recordings are 
of classics and new worKS concerned with human needs and weaknesses. college depends on each student be- releases, but there is no need for available, the quality of the records 
Mr. Gow also emphasized the importance of young people to a theatre ing able to assume his responsibility the duplication of the same piece is often poor. Foreign organizations 
h ' t d ' h f dd't I d 1 t for the well-beI'ng of hI'S fellow- by one company, especially when have technically surpassed our re-w Ich mus epenct on t em or a I lOna eve opmen . th f' t f . students and the community. e Irs per ormance IS a superla- cordings, and their discs last long-
Mr. d'Usseau spoke about "Deep Are The Roots," the powerful drama 
which he wrote in COllaboration WIth Mr. Gow. The authors were pri-
marily intent upon mirroring life, upon bringing the problem of which 
the Negro race was only too cogmzant belore the white race. Mr. 
d'Usseau explained the selectlOn of characters. They could not show 
either a prejudiced or an actively friendly white man, so the authors 
chose a basically good white person for a central character, that is, one 
open to persuasion. It was necessary to illustrate the slow but steady 
progress of the Negro and, therefore, Mr. Gow and Mr. d'Usseau selected 
for a Negro character a college-educated young army officer, whom they 
thought would be most representative of the best in the Negro race and 
its confusion and asplrations. AI r-hough literature makes this kind of 
Negro stereotyped, statistics show the caricature to be untrue. The auth-
ors feel that it would be good for him to become a ruly stereotyped ehar-
acter, however, since this would represent a step forward in the progress 
of the race. The love pictured in the play between the Negro and a 
'white girl was not a defense of miscegnation. Rather, Gow and d'Usseau 
wished to face frankly a real problem and show an honest, healthy rela-
tionship between two people, marriage being distinctly a personal prob-
lem to be settled by such a couple alone. 
tive one. Instead, the surplus discs er. Our best technicians are used 
Stephan Hirsch, the second could be used for the waiting mat- for swing, children's and seml-clas-
speaker, felt that most students en- r:ces and new performances. sical pressings. 
tering college are not at all prepar- At present, there are recordings This situation is cause for great 
ed and the difficulties are often not by Artur Schnabel of Beethoven and concern to the music public and we 
overc'ome even in the first year. The Mozart concert and sonatas, await- should register a strong protest to 
student's responsibility in regard to ~ng release. Szigetti, Heifitz, other the large companies. 
his studies is a very great one, far 
more important a point than in 
most colleges where the assignments 
are given from day to day and 
New Trends In Education 
there is not so much opportunity By Melvin Friedman 
for day-dreaming. However, he Aviation as a Part of American I I d t' ISh 1 hO S feels that all aspects of the assump- n us rIa c 0 an Ips to pur 
tion of responsibility stick once Education Packa.ging Research 
they come to the student. During the 1945-1946 season many Modern Packaging Magazine is 
There is a great danger of the educational institutions have added I carrying an announcement con-
importance of the individual being c~urses in aeronautics to their. cur- cerning a series of five scholarships 
stressed too much in the TMC and ncula, through the sponsorshlp of to be awarded annually in the field 
he may grow to consider himself the Aviation Education Division of of packaging research; the prizes 
LOD important. Therefore it is es- the Civil Aeronautics Administra- are to amount to $300 each, and are 
sential that the student's feeling of tion. Wisconsin became the first to be known as "Modern Packaging 
self and social responsibility be en- state to authorize high school C'on- Magazine Awards." The reason for 
couraged. tracts for student flying instruc- this sudden desire to give away 
Ben Heller, the last speaker, dis- tion, with Ohio and California fol- scholarships is that five b1llion dol-
cussed the question of why a stu- lowing soon after. Many colleges, lars has been spent annually in the 
dent comes to Bard and what he such as the University of Illinois last few years in endeavoring to 
gets out of it. He feels that educa- and Cornell University began char- discover new forms of packaging. 
The conscious purpose of their play, said Mr. d'Usseau was to accom- tion is just as important as a mat- tering fields and initiating aviation Several colleges such as, Massachu-
uration proC'ess as it is for the courses; in fact latest figures tell setts Institute of Technology and 
plish nothing more than the creation of greater awareness in people of "book learning" involved. It is vital us that 96% of the schools of higher the University of California have 
this problem, to make them think and ask questions. He thinks they that the college student grow up in! learning rec::>gnize aeronautics as an already recognized the plan and 
succeeded in their task by appealing to the sympathies of the audience every respect. Yet, in many ways, elective science. Through the Re- have begun launching campaigns 
in such a way as to awaken their interest . The authors intended to of- Bard asks more than the outside construction Finance Corporation among the student body for parti-
, , .' . ., world where people are paid to gov- about 30,000 schools and colleges cipation in it. This program will 
fer no fmal, IdealIstIC solutIOn to thIS umversal problem. Rather, they, ern and control us. Many students will be able to purchase rebuilt air- greatly help in aroustog interest 
wanted to dramatize prejudic'e and the irrational acts to WhiC,h it leads' l are liable to feel cheap or low if planes in the very near future. As I among young Americans concerning 
They neith, er attacked nor defended intermarriage. Their solution mere-I they "tell on anyone" and in this far as teachers are concerned a the packaging problem, and might, 
ly says that the white and the Negro must stand on the same side if Bard see~s to b~ leadin.g t.hem. to plan might s~on be authoriz~d h~lp ~ .institute. courses dealing 
, do somethmg agamst theIr hfe-tlme whereby they WIll be able to obtam I With It m American edueational 
there IS to ,be peace. training. "air travel fellowships." centers. 
The Bami~tt, Arril 10, 1946 
Artisans And Artists 
by Samuel Barreto 
A work of Art, the work of an artist, is nothing more than a stupid 
abortion of his ideas. If a work of art is supposed to represent the 
ideals of the artist, and these ideals are-beauty; then there can be 
no work of art capable of satisfying the desires of the artist. 
This being the case, I think it can be safely said that there is no 
artist who is satisfied with his work. The man who bears the name, 
Artist, and who is absolutely satisfied with his artistic efforts, who 
considers them a true reproduction of his concept of absolute beauty, 
cannot be called an artist by this writer. It would be better to call 
him an Artisan, a name implying the greatest degree of difference 
from an Artist. 
As I said before, a true artist is never satisfied with his own 
artistic production. In fact, the better his work in general is, the 
more unhappy he will be after having finished a separate work. The 
artist has imagination, he day dreams constantly, he thinks all the 
time about perfection, about beauty, about whatever his mind is capable 
of dreaming. But when he wants to interpret those feelings and senti-
ment;s, or DIS concept of them, he has to come down to earth and limit 
11iS lut:as to n.s own capacHlt:s as a gooC1 art;isan or as a nad artisan, 
or to tlle limItS ot tne lllt:OIUlllS at hIS Olsposa1. 
And then, when the artist, having felt that beauty with his mind 
and WIth hIS very SOUl, has to look WIth his eyes, or listen with his ears 
to the work he has just proC1uced, lUs dissappointment is so great 
that he decides to go back to his daydreams and lIve on his mind's iHu-
S1011S, sUlrullg au over again, or oetter saId, COntInUIng tne ViCIOUS 
Clnat: OL tlVtlL·y arust's tile. 
An artist cannot be satisded with his own material work. It is very 
posslOle, nowever, tnat he w111 tind pleasure in admiring the works ot 
someooC1y else, considered by him to be a greater artist. Perhaps this 
is more easily understood if one puts oneself in the place of an artist. 
A person may come to you, a SCUlptor, and admiring one of your works 
say: 
"That is really wonderful. I like it; I wish I could do something 
ll~e it." 
··wny don't you try ·!" You may tell him, and perhaps he tries. But: 
wnen IUS JOO IS IlIllsut:C1, ne WlU return to you agaln, and looking at 
your won-c say; "1 Wlsn 1 COUIC1 do sometnmg like it." 
I don't honestly believe that that person would be merely modest-
!"ather ne WOUld oe just plam honest. 'l'hat person is, to me, an artist, 
l)UL ctln.auuy not one In tne nignest ranks of my estimation ;-he saw 
your WOL·K anC1 enjoyed it . .t1is goal was a work of art simllar to yours. 
tie attempted to do something like it but was unsuccessful, perhaps 
from lack of ability. 
That person can learn to sculpt; if and when he d~es, the day will 
come when he will say to himself, in reference to his own efforts: 
"This !s really wonderful;-I am satisfied with my work." I would hardly 
~l him an artist. An artist is born an artist; he can be taught tech-
mques perhaps, but he cannot be taught to be an artist, This fact is 
scarcely debatable. 
An artist, a painter, for instance, who feels that he wants to ex-
press his own ideas,-ideas that are different from those of anyone 
~lse, has to paint in his own particular way as well. If he tries to paint 
In the m~nner of other artists of his acquaintance, he will be even 
more terrIbly disapPointed in his own work tha hen would be if he 
~ad chosen to use his own individual method, The minute an artist 
hkes another artist's work, and attempts to copy his technique on a 
work of art of his ow~, he f~iIs. You as an artist, may well think that 
what appeals to you In a plCture is the style in which it is painted 
~hat really app~als .to you are the sentiments of the artist's soul· 
slt~htly revealed In hIS works. You will not realize this howeve d 
thiS lack of understanding is the reason we see so many' sill . rt, an painted by I h . t · y pIC ures, . peop e w 0 are In erested In copying only the beauty of the 
hens and shapes they see in the work of the true artist. 
LIBRARY NEWS 
The Hoffman Memorial Library 
has received many gifts of value 
during this past week. Heading the 
list was an endowment of books 
from Mr. Archibald Barrow, secre-
tary to Mrs. Andrew Carnegie. An-
other grant of books was donated 
by The Library of International Re-
lations of Chicago through the ef-
forts of Cynthia Thomas who work-
ed there during her field period. 
Among the important additions 
are: 
"Larousse du Vingtieme Siecle," 
in six volumes revised to 1940. 
"Schweizer Lexicon," a Swiss pub-
lication and the first post-war en-
cyclopedia in any language. 
Library of Congress Catalog of 
printed cards and foreign periodi-
cals. 
The ever-active Buildings and 
GUEST SOLOIST 
Mrs. Kate Wolff, piano instructor 
at Bard, was guest soloist at a re-
cent recital of the Dutchess County 
Musical Association. She presented 
a versatile and well-rounded pro-
gram. The concert was held in the 
Skinner Recital Hall of Vassar Col-
lege, Poughkeepsie, on Friday, 
March 26th. Mrs. Wolff chose as 
her first selection, Tocatta in D 
major, by carlatti. This was fol-
lowed by her playing of Varietoins 
on a theme of Handel, by Brahms. 
Mrs. Wolff's program was con-
cluded with two Chopin composi-
tions, Ballade in G minor, Opus 23, 
and the very popular, Fantasy Im-
promptu in C sharp minor. Mrs, 
Wolff's encored with the March 
from Prokofieff's The Love of 
Three Oranges. 
Grounds office has announced plans Mrs. Wolff is a graduate of Stern-
for more improvements on the Li- sches Konservatorium in Berlin· 
brary. The stairway will be sound- she was a student of Leonid Kreut: 
proofed as well as the basement zer and Walter Braunfels in Mu-
rooms and construction will soon be nich, and soloist with the Berlin 
started on another gallery. Engin- ,Philharmonic orchestra. She has 
eers have asserted that no danger given many concerts in cities of 
will result from this needed addi- both Europe and this eountry. In 
tion to the wants of the student 1942 Mrs. Wolff gave a half hour l 
body. radio concert from Vassar College. 
"'HERE TIME SLEEPS 
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN 
On the edge of the woods in the fold of the soft hill I stand and watch 
the trains like toys drawn by a string move alongside the river in 
the distance. Thirty miles below us Poughkeepsie hugs Smith Brothers 
and Vassar, and all my friends that didn't go down bleeding on the 
red fields have returned from the lands shown in the newsreel and the 
Sunday Times. 
~ 
Before sunrise when the plants were still drinking dew out of the dark 
I stood still and heard the tumble of time like a waterfall: Time like 
the trees sleeps in the cold silence, yet when the light falls and the mist 
breaks across the garden, leaving the house dark, shuttered in the still-
ness one can almost see Henry Hudson's sloop lying in midstream and 
thinks that it is no farther than to where Roosevelt rests in his grave 
at Hyde Park. 
Walking into the clearing beside the Dutch bulk of the house, my eye 
takes in the river and the cold flash of the Winter sun through the cables 
of the bright span where Rip Van Winkle lies asleep in steel: and I 
remember that my friends told me that in the summertime the Albany 
day boats, old ladies in white with thick frills of black smoke pouring 
from their funnels, pass against the screen of the opposite shore-the 
white houses and the hills beyond. 
Just a few hours ago the red and green tailed Empire State passed 
through a hole in the night at the bottom of the hill. And now in the 
early dawn the engineer lovingly handles his heaven of steam and smoke 
and fingers the throttle as if it were a whip. The whirr and the whirling 
of the drivers wake the morning just as the strong yellow beam of the 
headlights sweep past the small country stations wrapped in snow and 
darkness. 
In the distance I see a truck slowly climbing up the hill from Barrytown 
- it moves along the thin macadam strip that twists up from the river 
to the main highway - and the light spreads over the landscape with 
that same slow deliberate motion of waking. This is the countryside 
where memory is planted behind hedges and stone walls and we are 
mindfull of how both Past and Spring sleep here under the snow by the 
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Dislocation On The Typewriter I Chamber Pot Pourri 
By Trebor Nyiagas 
Have you ever stopped to think what a wonderful machine the type-
By Fred Segal and a nondescript fellow called D. O'M. 
by his immediate circle of followers. 
writer is? Hhhhmmmmm. Well, stop . .. think ... Take the Under- Now that the last flurry of snow and fiotsom have left the campus, 
wood typewriter ... Got it ... Great ... Guess how many keys it haSl? let us look back on the social life 10 these many weekends. 
Yale ... 
No, typewriter keys. 
Oh ... 
Well, it has forty-one; reading from left to right and starting at the 
top they are 234567890-cmfwypvbgkqjXZ@lb&- ... mwcfyp., or $ff" ".,fffffff 
ERTYUIOP1,4ASDFGHJKL:@ZXCVBNM?* ... Besides the forty-one 
keys, there is a special key to "back space; one "tabular key" and three 
"shift keys" ... You don't know what a "tabular key' is, huh . . . This 
Uncle Elsa Maxwell-Frauenfelder, popular party giver among the 
social set, hosted the entire community to a gala square dance. Seen 
prancing at the gym were prominent 4-H Club members such as Dimples 
Van Tyne 'and friends. The entire group lurched about the floor to the 
rhythmic strains of Cecil Acne and. his Seldom-fed Seven, formerly of 
the men's room at the Rhinebeck Diner. 
* * * 
A cordon of police was thrown around the beer as soon as Emil Unter-
stalzer, sports editor of Au:fbau, appeared on the scene. This precaution 
proved highly successful. Among those not present at the dance was Hy 
Robinson who attended a coming out party at the Hudson Sub-Deb, 
Columbia Street chapter. A good time was apparently had by all except 
is a tabular key ... Where did you go to school? ... You went to a pro- Robinson who described his condition 'as "no worse than a bad cold." 
gressive school. ... Oh, I see, in your progressive school, the STUDENTS I The Rum, Rye and Gibronie club met at Fairbairn social to continue 
had the TEACHERS hand in term papers . . . That's fine .... What could their Bacchaualia orgy that started in Tom Marshall's Greenwich Vil-
they write on? ... Freud and His Influence on The Backhand in Ping' lage suite six years 'ago. 
Pong .... Very interesting .... Oh, the school was a combination of Hor-
ace Mann, Putney, Cherry Lawn and Culver Military Academy .... Fine, 
fine ... Aren't two heads rather bothersome? . . . Only in kissing your 
date goodnight .... I see.. . You can't make up your mind which to 
use. Yes, I can see what a problem you have .... Take it up in your 
next Tutorial. ... It might make an interesting Senior Project . ... 
To get back to the typewriter . . . Back . . . I won't mention the 
UNDERWOOD because people might think I sell them . . .. My father 
* * * 
There was an exodus to Vassar headed by the Philistines on campus. 
President of this unpopular clique is Rory O'berferst seconded by his 
henchman, Babs Sagalyn. These two also gave the local beauties an 
unheard-of break by late-dating two co-eds and then causing a fracas in 
the staid social room of South Hall by playing "mumbly-peg" on the 
carpet. 
* 
though makes enough money from the numbers racket to send me through Nothing else of note took place over the weekend except a few sundry 
knifings at "Mikes." Donn O'Meara, the White Man's Burden, is lead-
school, so you see, I don't sell this typewr!ter to make ends meet. . . . I ing the group for Bard control of the Atom Bomb. 
said, to make ends meet .... You've never made ends meet .... It's very 
simple .... Mr. Meet, meet Mr. End .... Mr. End meet Mr. Meet ... . 
Very simple .... My athlete's foot, the IQ's you run into nowadays .. . 
Pardon me IQ, I didn't mean to bump you so hard . ... My favorite keys 
on the typewriter are the ones you find when you press down on the 
shift key and strike one of the number keys. . . . So . . . I press down on 
the SHIFT KEY AND STRIKE THE NUMBER SEVEN KEY ... & .. . 
Mozart .... Now let's try the number four key .... SHIFI' ... $ .. . 
Ah, simply Beethoven ... My favorite key thoqgh, is this ... SHIFT 
• •• @ .•• You would like to know what @ is used for? ... Well, lSome-
Limes a key won't work .... So, you use @ in place of the key that won't 
strike .... Say, in the sentence, "The birds and the bees were ~ught in 
the trees," that the "e" key was broken .... This is where @ would come 
"in .... Come in @ ... Glad to see ya .... TH@ birds and th@ b@@ 
w@r@ caught in th@ tr@@s." ... 
To use the typewriter, intellectually and intelligently, one must learn 
the fine art of the "touch system." I have learned through chHd and 
care this complicated, easy system. In my book, "Typing And Care of 
Hang Nails," I advise this to my student .... Student, first sit down and 
face the typewriter .... Be a man ... or a woman . . . don't be scared. 
· .. The mastery of the typewriter is in the slight TOUC~ of the :finger 
tips as they trip lightly and briskly across the keys. Let the typewriter 
KNOW that YOU are not afraid of him (or her if it is an Underwoodess) 
· .. *Be calm ... be impassive ... be p~acid ... be selI'ene .. . be iPe~-
ful . . . be soundless ... be cool-headed ... be composed ... (See INEX-
CITABILITY) ... Growl if it helps ... GGGGrrrrrrrooooooowwwwwlllll. 
The touch system student, is just what the word means .... It means 
"touch." ... Now, place the right hand lightly on the keys so that the 
sixth finger touches / 'and the fifth finger touches . and the fourth finger' 
touches , and the third touches ? and the fourth m. The two thumbs 
rest softly on the spacer. Now place the sixth finger of the left hand on 
z, the fifth on x the fourth on c and the third on v. The forked thumbs 
'of the left hand rest qUietly on the spacer .... And then ... BANG I 
AWAY LIKE HELL .... " I 
PhD's are not given to people who can type. But we know ... don't 
we ... that by the use of a ten inch margin on both sides of the paper 
and triple spacing, that one can easily hand in twenty pages for a term 
paper. So remember. take care of your typewriter and he (or she) wixx 
tghu capu 01 y1. . . . 
*Mawson, Roget's Thesaurus of the English Language in Dictionary 
Form 59. 
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Sports Slants A Unique Social Agency Tremper's Garage 
Oentral Auto Sales 
by Tanny Polster 
With the crack of bat against 
ball and fist on umpire, the men of 
Bard head for the diamond these 
days for baseball tryouts. Most of 
the aspirants cavort inside the An-
nandale Stadium which is just be-
low the Hoffman Memorial Ubrary. 
The proximity of building and play-
ing field should lead to difficulty if 
a panting outfielder charges up to 
Dr. Hirsch and demands the ·base-
ball which had just knocked a shelf 
of Aufbaus on the floor. 
'These are days of quick cynicism I ceptability. There were domestic 
and sarcasm with a swing. It is troubles and legal matters that had 
society, and is finally directed to-
ward a suitable job after the dis-
couragin~ confusion of governmen-
tal red tape. Interest-free loans 
are arranged and government direc-
Gives explained. 
At this wrlting,coaCh Foster is 
faced with the problem of finding 
sufficient material to man a cap-
able squad. There seems to be a 
lack of interest so far; but there 
is still a good chance that a team 
may be formed from the nucleus 
tha t has shown a desire to play. 
The pitching staff will need a lot 
more practice and more control 
than has been evidenced so far, but 
the season is still young and they 
should develop with time. Ace Con-
way, Yerdon, Arocha, Toth, and 
Kotik are some of the names that 
should make the starting line-up. 
Even if the baseball team fails to 
jell a softball nine may be organ-
ized that would stop Radcliffe and 
Vassar without any noticeable 
trouble. 
* * * 
Bob Sagalyn is still a 6 to 9 fav-
orite Inthe men's ping pong tour-
ney. His weak back-hand and er-
ratiC fore-hand are the only flaws 
in his perfect game, and he should 
eke out a Victory and win a three-
day pass for himself. DeBaun, As-
pinwall's fair-haired choice for the 
badminton battle is still going 
strong and should have no trouble 
in winning the plastic-plated glass 
cup. Yerdon and Steketee will 
probably meet in the finals of the 
men's bowling contest for a subway 
series in South Hoffman. 
The Albee basketball team is tops 
on the intra-dorm scene with a 
team of stallions that surpass Errol 
Flynn in potency. 
P.M. 
very easy to look at our state De-
partment's sagacious slapstick, our 
army's appalling inefficiency and, 
in the iooking, see only retrogres-
sion and confusion. But we recent-
ly had the pleasure of getting re-
acquainted with an agency that has 
been work:ng steadily and progres-
sively for twenty-six years in secur-
ing more -tolerant treatment of 
political dissenters; The League For 
Mutual Aid. 
The League grew out of the re-
action of left-wing people to the 
government's treatment of conscien-
tious objectors during the next to 
last year. There were dreadful 
scenes enacted all across the coun-
try of majority intolerance toward 
men whose objections to military 
service were really conscientious. 
There were wrist-hangings, impri-
sonments, house painting, .tar-and-
featherings and the rest of the 
usual barbarities that are still com-
mitted against unwanted minorities 
and critics of the majority attitude. 
Even after the Soviet Union en-
tered this last war, and whole radi-
cal groups swung to its support, the 
American people had a much more 
considerate attitude toward CO's 
than during the first World War, 
when few but the classic sort of 
radical, those uninhibited by occa-
sional partisan friction had the 
nerve to maintain their objection 
to organized battIe in the face of 
the steam-roller of public opinion. 
Naturally, people who want to help 
these idealists found the task a dif-
ficult one. When the war ended in 
1918. it became possible to form the 
League For Mutual Aid in an effort 
to rehabilitate the released CO's. 
Homes had to be secured. Jobs 
were d~fficult to find for non-vets, 
as was placement in educational in-
stitutions. The League raised 
money, made contacts, lent re-
spectability to the records of men 
whose appeal was sound intellectu-
ally, but lacking in traditional ac-
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FORD 
been delayed or created by the 
treatment of individuals who dared 
criticize mass murder. The League 
got lawyers and provided counsel-
ling service, aU through voluntary 
contributions and without getting 
;nvolved in political discussions of 
che rights and wrongs of being a 
CO or the usual ideological tie-ups 
that went with it. 
SALES and SERVICE 
Red Hook N. Y. 
Much was accomplished. Though 
no organization, as such, was form-
~d, due to the danger of involvement 
in partisan strife; a group did be-
;:;ome responsible f.or the support of 
che League, and the League's sec-
retary was available as a counsellor, 
,n addition to building up files of 
::ontacts to aid those in need of 
help. 
Unfortunately the League is an 
entirely local affair, situated in New 
~ork City. Various similar agencies 
exist elsewhere, but they are usually 
.;.ed in with partisan organizations 
and therefor must exclude many 
really needy people. Anyone ac-
lluainted wJ.th the friction among 
left-wing groups can see the deli-
.::acy required to effectively give aid I 
Nithout becoming associated with 
ANNANDALE 
... ny such particular group. Much 
Jf the League's success depends on 
the excellent judgment exercised by 
ts executive secretary, Miss Ade-
la~de Schulkind. Miss Schulkind's 
The needs of the CO's were met. scrupulous non-partisanship lends 
,ery effective support to any ap-
peal she makes in the interests of 
the League's cases, and the aid 
given by the League in such cases 
,s very positive, and very worthy. 
The question remains, however, 
of whether or not the abilities and 
.nterests of those concerned would 
aot be more effectively employed on 
HOTEL 
FIRST 
~n fact, the job was so well done 
,hat other people not CO's were re-
{erred to the League and helped in 
~he same way. With the plethora of 
problems that follow a war, it is 
easy to see that the League was not 
abandoned. ContinUing the same 
sort of service, the League remains 
(,()(jay a refuge where left-wing peo-
ple c,an receive aid in adjusting to a 
poL.twally inhospitable environ-
ment. In fact, "left-wing" is too 
narrow a term to describe those 
helped by the League, which refuses 
to discuss politics with either its 
patrons or cases. The League's sec-
retary puts it, "It's the person's at-
titude toward his fellow-men that 
we're interested in. When he him-
self, is secure, is he attentive to the 
needs and interests of others?" A 
satisf~ctory answer to that ques-
twn IS the only pre-requisite for 
getting help at the League. 
a larger scale. There is a crying 
need for the sort of service the Lea-
gue disp·enses, inasmuch as there 
are many, many people who reach 
a point in their education where 
they are on the verge of joining the 
ranks against reaction, but can't 
make the adjustment in an atmos-
phere of Hearst papers, escapist 
mov~es and traditional educational 
institutions - in other words, the 
personal and social adjustment nec-
essary to becoming an effective fac-




The problems handled by the Lea-
gue are those of a personal nature· 
families of refugees are united, em: 
erge~cy hospital service is provid-
ed, Jobs are found for writers who 
ge~ fired . for writing the truth, 
gUldance IS given to mothers of de-
linquent children, aid is given to a 
man fired after he protests racial 
discrimination, a returned veteran 
is aided in readjusting himself to 
It may be of interest to mention, 
that though this writer has not 
made use of its services, the League 
has been consulted by people from 
our campus with good results. For 
those interested in seeing an effec-
tive, private, social agency in ac-
tion, a Visit .to the League's office 
at 104 Fifth Avenue, New York 
would be well worthwhile. 
Red Hook, N. Y. 
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